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Dear Friends 

There was a bunch of goats and its Shepherd with an intention to safe keep them brought them up as Stall 

fed.  

He ensured the total safety from the wolves around and provided healthy food in the stalls and dedicated to 

them totally. 

Now after gaining fat, one naughty goat wanted freedom after seeing the wolves which are freely moving 

outside, mistaking it was also goat. 

It sought help from the wolves to manage the Shepherd who kept them in captivity. 

Wolf was allowed by that ignorant goat to enter thinking that it would help them to get freedom of going 

out. 

Became a feast to the wolves swallowed goats daily staying within the pen. 

Now, the SHEPHERD woke up, he identified the foolish  goat which would be properly dealt with. 

Innocent goats are crying and Shepherd took the arms in hand. 

Entire village and all Right thinking crowd is with him and it would be the end of wolves even in the forest 

itself.                         

The wolf story must be understood thoroughly by the members of LUCKNOW, Agra, Varanasi, Gorakhpur, 

Allahabad, Etah, Entire PATNA and entire Jharkhand. 

Wake Shepherds, wake up. Need be, take the arms.  

Strong CBOA only can save our MOTHER BANK 

Manimaran G V 

General Secretary 
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